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APPLIQUED FLAGS, BANNERS, AND TABLECOVERS

For over 81 years, CrowdmasterTM has been making high-quality flags, banners, and tablecoers for museums, sports
stadiums, schools, local civic organizations, and indviduals.

The term “Applique” refers to the process of layering colors of fabric onto the background and sewing them into place.
This type of method allows for many different sizes and styles.

Whether you are looking for a small boat flag or a large specialty banner to hang on a wall, CrowdmasterTM will be there
to assist you from start to finish.
Appliqued flags and banner are created with premium quality fabrics, like SolarMaxTM nylon, Poly-Pro TwillTM, or
WoolfeltTM. CrowdmasterTM uses SolarMaxTM nylon for outdoor and indoor applications, Poly-Pro TwillTM and
WollfeltTM for indoor and limited outdoor appplications.

SolarMaxTM nylon flags have designs reading correct on the front side and reverse (backwards) on the back side.
SolarMaxTM nylon, Poly-Pro TwillTM, and WoolfeltTM banner designs read correctly on the front side only. Standard
finishing is canvas/poly heading and brass grommets on flags (rope heading and thimbles for sizes 8’x12’ and larger).
Banners have grommets across the top. Many additional finihing options are available for flags and banners (ie. sewn
borders, backliners, windvents, weighted bottoms for indoor applications, non-tangle rod patches, etc.), please inquire.

Pricing is determined by many factors (ie. size, materials, number of appliqued elements, finishing, etc.), so submitting a
concept design will be the first step in determining a cost. Please include size, colors, usage (indoor/outdoor), method of
hanging, quantity, product type (flag or banner), consturction (1 sided or 2-sided), date needed, artwork availability, ect.
Unfortunately some designs might not be able to be appliqued (ie. letter height restrictions, multicolored detailed images,
half-tones, etc.). CrowdmasterTM will look at your design and suggest some potiential options (ie. inserting printed seals
through our Digitial Vivichrome or Vivichrome silk screening methods).

LARGE APPLIQUED DISPLAY BANNERS

For the past 35 years, we have been assisting many professional sports teams, museums, fraternal organizations, and
corporate clients with their large outdoor/indoor banner projects. Whether you are hanging them in between pillars, in a
lobby area, or on the side of the building, our experienced staff will provide you with a banner that will meet your needs.

APPLIQUED TABLECOVERS, RUNNERS, AND BACKDROPS.

Transform your design to one of Crowdmaster’s quality-made tablecover, runner, or backdrop. Perfect for seminars,
trade shows, recruiting, charity events, etc. We use the same quality fabrics and techniques listed above and position
your design in the lower 30” drop section of the tablecover or runner or in the upper 1/3 area for most backdrops.

APPLIQUED PROCESSIONAL AND LEAD BANNERS.

CrowdmasterTM has been providing appliqued processional and lead bannes for years and our attention to detail is
unmatched. Using the SolarMaxTM nylon or PolyPro TwillTM, we can transform your design into a great procession or
marching piece. Many finishing options are available.
Nylon Procession Banner

Wool Felt Wall Banner

Nylon Wall Banner

PolyPro Twill Banner

All print orders subject to quantity variations. 1 - 5 pieces will receive exact amount, 6 - 11 pieces +/- 1 piece, 12 plus +/- 10%
All orders based on “Terms and Conditions of Sale”. Copy available upon request.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Wool Felt Tablecover

